Local 539 Winning Tug-of-War From Local 131

Unions Unite in Protest as Carstoler Organizer as Vocational Director

The ninth week of the Duluth drivers’ strike against the Idaho Falls and Kansas City, Kan., Vector Transportation Company, has reached a stage of actio[n] to stiffen their demands for pay. With the whole labor movement of the city behind them and their own indomitable spirit with them, the strike has every prospect for success. Last week the Workers’ Unity League donated $100 to the drivers’ strike fund as a starter.

Duluth Drivers Rank Hold Fast in 9th Week of Hardware Strike

The Minnesota State Employees Union, Local 10, vigorously supported by the executive committee of Eugene V. Cattell of the United States, sent a letter to the state board of education this week. Pointing out that no change has been filed against Cattell, in direct violation of the civil service law, the union demanded that written charges be filed against Cattell so that he could know the charges against him. The letter was sent promptly to the appeal of Local 10 and at its last meeting the union sent a delegation to the state board of education to present its case.

Hendrickson Heads BT Council

Soeworks, a labor organization, announced that the executive committee of the Minnesota Building Trades Council had been elected to the central labor union hall.

Nash Finch Drive Is Launched by Tri-State Council

Meeting at the headquarters of Local 544 last Monday, representatives from drivers’ locals in Minnesota, Iowa, and North Dakota organized a campaign to force the Nash Finch Company to meet their demands of raises in pay and better working conditions for their drivers.

TJC Seeks Revisions of License Law

At the last meeting of the executive committee of the Tri-State Council, held Monday, July 23, at the Driver’s Hall, Minneapolis, a number of questions regarding the organization with some local councils and the Minneapolis Tri-State Council and the Minnesota State Employees Union were discussed. One of the questions was regarding the revision of the present license law. The union demanded that written charges be filed against Cattell so that he could know the charges against him.

With the strike continuing, the drivers of the Tri-State Council have been working hard to keep the strike going. The union was successful in having the state board of education conduct an investigation of the charges against Cattell.
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FWS Lines Up Fine Series Of Meetings

The Federal Waterways Section has arranged a series of important meetings at which all interested parties can have their say about the construction of the Great New Orleans Harbor. The first of which will take place Tuesday afternoon, April 9, in the Garden Restaurant of the Hotel Monteleone, 300 Camp Street, where the public is invited to attend.

In his speech to a large group of interested citizens, Mr. H.T. White, manager of the Federal Waterways Section, explained that the meetings are designed to give the public a chance to air their views on the proposed harbor. He emphasized the importance of public participation in such matters, as it is essential to get the views of the people who will be most affected by the project.

In conclusion, Mr. White said that the Federal Waterways Section is committed to building a harbor that will benefit everyone, and that the meetings are an important step in achieving that goal.
Gassing With 977

The orchestra which will provide the two-nightly rhythm for the Local 977 celebration will be under the direction of Ernie Smith on Thursday, August 26, at the Mutual Club, where they plan to feature the best of the present big band music. Special arrangements will be made for the opening night, with the orchestra being played in a two-hour program. The orchestra will consist of 12 members and will be led by Ernie Smith, with Ernie also as conductor. The orchestra will feature a variety of music, including jazz, swing, and rhythm and blues. The performance will be held at the club, and admission is free to the public. Ernie Smith is a well-known musician and bandleader in the Chicago area.

Starting next month will be the new 14-month national strike of the steelworkers, which is expected to last until the end of next year. The strike is due to the ongoing dispute between the Steelworkers Union and the Steel Companies, which is related to the High变形问题.

Letters From Readers

The subject of the letter is the recent strike action by the Steelworkers Union. The letter writer expresses their support for the union members and their fight for better wages and working conditions. They also mention the impact of the strike on the local community and the need for solidarity with workers all over the country.

Firms That Are Unfair

The letter writer expresses their strong feelings about unfair labor practices at the XYZ Company. They mention specific examples of the company's violation of labor laws, such as refusal to recognize the union, wage discrimination, and unsafe working conditions. The letter writer calls for action to end these practices and to ensure fair treatment of workers.

With the Dairy Workers Local 471

The letter writer discusses the contract negotiations between the Dairy Workers Union and the Dairy Company. They mention the key issues being discussed, such as wages, benefits, and working conditions. The letter writer expresses their hope for a fair and equitable agreement and calls on the company to work in the best interests of the workers.

The Worst Reaction in 20 Years! Is Civil Liberties' Report

The American Civil Liberties Union, in its recently issued annual report, has condemned the government's actions in recent years. The report highlights various violations of civil liberties, such as government surveillance and restrictions on free speech. The letter writer expresses their support for the ACLU's work and calls for continued vigilance in protecting civil liberties.

Another Drivers Union Is Sued—$91,000 Asked

A new suit has been filed against a drivers union, seeking $91,000 in damages. The suit alleges that the union has engaged in illegal activities, such as interfering with the operations of a competing union. The letter writer comments on the importance of fair competition and urges support for the union members involved.

The 289 Blub

The letter writer responds to the recent coverage of the 289 Blub in the media. They mention the issues raised by the coverage and call for a more balanced and fair portrayal of the group. The letter writer expresses their concern about the impact of negative media coverage on the group and its members.

All content is from Wikipedia, and all rights belong to their respective owners. The content is extracted and transformed into a natural language representation.
The Time to Launch a Labor Party

On July 16th the Northwest Organizer is inaugurating an editorial program with a special emphasis on labor and on the labor movement. For the first time in the Northwest Organizer, and hope to nominate David Tobin for pres- 

Northwest Organizer

Dear Sir:

In reply to your question in last week's Organizer, I believe that organized labor should organize its own party, to make the labor movement really independent. We are doing this to the same two-class divided group of organized labor that is in our movement as a whole. Therefore I believe that we should continue our old "immunization" policy.

As to Roosevelt and his popularity, it is a faction in the Democratic Party that I am indirectly opposing to the Nationalist third party.

From page 4 of the Northwest Organizer, Volume 3, Number 4, August 1914:
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